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1. THEME BOOK
GOMES DE ABREU, João, KONO, Yara, A Ilha, Planeta Tangerina, 2012 ISBN:
978-989-8145-43-7.

2. CHILDREN’S BOOKS
CORTEZ, Teresa, Balbúrdia, Pato Lógico, 2016, ISBN: 978-989-98470-7-1.
MONIZ, Madalena, Hoje Sinto-me, Orfeu Negro, 2014, ISBN: 978-989-832729-1.
CARVALHO, Ana Margarida de; MARQUES, Sérgio, A Arca do É (ou a versão
vegetariana da Arca de Noé), Teorema, 2015, ISBN: 978-972-47-5047-7.
TÓSSAN, Cãopêndio, Bruaá Editora, 2015, ISBN: 978-989-8166-23-4.
MACHADO, David; GALINDRO, Paulo, Uma noite caiu uma estrela, Penguin
Random House, 2015, ISBN: 978-989-665-018-6.

3. BOOKS FOR TEENAGERS
MÉSSEDER, João Pedro; CAIANO, Rachel, De umas coisas nascem outras,
Editorial Caminho, 2015, ISBN: 978-972-21-2782-0.
TOMÉ, Conceição Dinis, O caderno do Avô Heinrich, Editorial Presença, 2013,
ISBN: 978-972-23-5130-0.
SANTOS, Inês Fonseca; MADUREIRA, Marta, A Palavra Perdida, Arranha-Céus,
2014, ISBN: 978-989-98056-9-9.
TAVARES, Gonçalo M.; MATOSO, Madalena, O Dicionário do Menino
Andersen, Planeta Tangerina, 2015, ISBN: 978-989-8145-69-7.
DUARTE, Rita Taborda; LIMA, Maria João, O Manel e o Miúfa, o medo
medricas, Editorial Caminho, 2012, ISBN: 978-972-21-2563-5.

Theme Book
A Ilha
João Gomes de Abreu and Yara Kono
Recommended age: +6

Synopsis: Once upon a time there was an
island. It was not too big, not too small, it
was just about the right size. One day, a
boat with people from the mainland
arrived, and from then on the native
islanders wanted to be like their visitors.
And so it began the construction of a
bridge, so large that it would need all the
stone from the mountain, all the wood
from the forest, and all the sand from the
beach...What will be left at the end? This
is a book that talks about identities,
dreams and expectations. About the goals
that move us and what we want for
ourselves.
João Gomes de Abreu (Mozambique,1974) lived his first months on the
island of Madeira. Despite being from the mainland, he was forever marked
by those early days and the long summers spent in Gaul, near Funchal,
Madeira. He studied Communication Design at the Lisbon College of Fine
Arts and nowadays, besides teaching Design at the Lisbon School of
Communication and Media Arts, he works with Planeta Tangerina team. He
had never written a book before; A Ilha is his debut, but he is often filled with
ideas for books.
Yara Kono (São Paulo, Brazil, 1972) is an illustrator and graphic designer who
has been part of the Planeta Tangerina team since 2004. In 2008 she received,
together with Isabel Minhós Martins, an Honorable Mention at the 1st
Compostela International Prize for Picture Books with the book Ovelhinha Dáme Lã. In 2011 she won the National Illustration Prize, with O Papão no
Desvão, written by Ana Saldanha.

Children’s Books
Balbúrdia
Teresa Cortez
Recommended age: +4

Synopsis: Tintin’s rocket, drums with a soso sound, a striped elephant, a spinning top
that does not spin very much, a robot that
is apparently mad! Toys and more toys
filing up a room in long need of a good
clean. And one day… the toys come to life.

Teresa Cortez (Lisbon, 1981) lives and works in Lisbon in installation/sitespecific, ceramics, animation, and illustration. She has collaborated with Discos
Pataca, EMI, Universal, Take It Easy, Ink Publishing, 2034, Bayard Jeunesse,
Tcharan. She is responsible for the workshop ‘The Techniques of Film
Animation’ at the Junior Cinematheque, Lisbon. In 2013 she was selected for
the ‘Picture Book Show’ by 3×3 and won Prémio Nave Especial in Digital
Illustrated Children's Story category.

Children’s Books
Hoje Sinto-me
Madalena Moniz
Recommended age: +4

Synopsis: Each day is an emotional adventure.
Throughout this ABC of feelings, we follow our
character and she feels, letter by letter from A
to Z. The illustrations, in watercolor and
chinese ink, reinforce the described emotions,
displaying their complexity and poetry. In
2015 won a Special Mention in the Opera
Prima category of Bologna Ragazzi Awards.

Madalena Moniz (Vila Nova de Gaia, 1960) studied Illustration at the School of
Creative Arts (University of the West of England) in Bristol, and now works in
Lisbon as a communications designer and illustrator. Madalena received a
National Illustration Award in 2010, and an Opera Prima Special Mention at
the 2015 Bologna Ragazzi Awards.

Children’s Books
A Arca do É (ou a versão vegetariana da Arca de Noé)
Ana Margarida Carvalho and Sérgio Marques
Recommended age: +4

Synopsis: This is a story for the children
who don’t like soup. A long long time ago,
there were two very different twin brothers:
Mr. Noé was severe and moody and Mr. É
was always happy. Mr. Noé, a grouchy
character, talked about deluges and
catastrophes and used to argue with the
animals in the jungle. Meanwhile, Mr.É
enjoyed resting and listening to the
vegetables in the backyard chatting to each
other. And one day, it started to rain cats
and dogs...
Ana Margarida de Carvalho was born in Lisbon. She graduated in Law and
became later on a reporter, winning prestigious awards for her work. She has
also published articles in the prestigious Portuguese publications such as LER,
Jornal das Letras, and Visão. Ana Margarida is a prolific writer, holding creative
writing workshops, contributing to collective publications with her journalistic
stories, producing chronicles and screenplays and playwrights. Arca do É is her
first successful attempt in the children books.
Sérgio Marques (Paris, 1988) holds a Master in Illustration. Living in Portugal
since 2002, Sérgio has been working for several newspapers and publishers,
such as Diário de Notícias, Visão, Fnac, LX Kids, Mon Quotidien ASA and
LEYA. Humor is present throughout his work due to a strong French-Belgium
influence of Cartoon authors such as Franquin and Zep. His illustration of the
Brazilian author Jorge Amado, published in the “Diário de Notícias” was
selected for the final of the World Press Cartoon 2013.

Children’s Books
Cãopêndio
Tóssan
Recommended age: +7

Synopsis: More than 50 years after its first
edition, the publishers brought this small
book back to life. The little book that seems
condemned to oblivion, just like its author,
it’s a Cãopêndio, a dog’s manual, where the
reader gets in contact with several dogs
species all drawn by Tóssan, using puns and
wordplays. In the end, the illustrator of this
comic gallery invites the reader to give a
contribution in a special page in blank,
somewhere between the "cãoserva" and the
"cãodeirão".

Tóssan, whose real name is António Fernando dos Santos, was born in 1918
and died in 1991. He dedicated his life to drawings and cartoons in a time
when working as full-time artist was challenging. Tossán portrayed society with
endless creativity, participating in several illustrations projects in the 60’s and
70’s, from children books and cartoons to adult’s books. Cãopêndio is his major
work as a solo artist.

Children’s Books
Uma Noite caiu uma Estrela
David Machado and Paulo Galindro
Recommended age: +7

Synopsis: One night, a star falls from the sky. A little
boy decides to keep it not knowing that its light will
not let anyone sleep. It is a story about courage,
about overcoming our own limits and limitations
and a story about the adventure of being a child.

David Machado (Lisbon, 1978) was one of the winners of the European Union
Prize for Literature 2015. Author of the novel O Fabuloso Teatro do Gigante
and short stories book Histórias Possíveis, he won the Branquinho da Fonseca
Prize in 2005 with the children’s book A Noite dos Animais Inventados and the
Author SPA/RTP 2010 Award for Best Children’s & Teenage Book with O
Tubarão na Banheira. David Machado has published in Italy and Morocco and
several shorts stories both in anthologies and literary magazines in countries
such as Germany, Iceland, Norway and United Kingdom.
Paulo Galindro (1970) describes himself as an “illustrator, architect and a
freelancer astronaut”. Author of several illustrated books in partnership with
some of the most prominent writers in Portugal and abroad, such as Luís
Sepúlveda, António Mota, David Machado, his work earned him various
awards. He teamed up with Natalina Cóias to create the Pintarriscos illustration
collective.

Books for Teenagers
De umas coisas nascem outras
João Pedro Mésseder and Rachel Caiano
Recommended age: +7

Synopsis At a certain moment, a little piece of a
tree is awaken to a pencil, a thimble filled with
water to a snow flake and a thumb to a writing
tool. Some things become others. At the end of
the day, the moon is a button, the flame is a
flag and the slipper, even new, always looks
like an old shoe. Ah, and there is some prose
that looks like poetry and some poetry that
looks like something else… Everything
becomes another thing. This is the third joint
project of these two authors.

J
João Pedro Mésseder (Porto, 1957) has written more then 30 children’s books,
some of them translated to Spanish. Two of his books have been nominated for
the Honour List of the IBBY - International Board on Books for Young People,
Versos com Reversos in 2000, and Palavra que Voa in 2006. Trocar as Voltas
ao Tempo won a Jury Special Mention for Children’s Books at the Compostela
Prize. O G É um Gato Enroscado (2003) and Romance do 25 de Abril (2007)
won Jury Recommendation in the Portuguese National illustration Prize. O
Meu Primeiro Miguel Torga and Guardador de Árvores, both from 2009, won a
Special Jury Mention in National illustration Prize.
Rachel Caiano (1977) is an artist and illustrates books of different genres and
collaborates in several periodicals. She received the Award of Young Creators
2007 in the area of illustration. Her book Os Dois Lados was selected for The
White Ravens 2008, organised by the International Youth Library, in the
International Children’s Book Fair of Bologne. Her book O Leão e o Coelho
Saltitão was selected the following year.

Books for Teenagers
A Palavra Perdida
Inês Fonseca Santos and Marta Madureira
Recommended age: +7

Synopsis: Manuel enjoys walking in the
streets with words in his pockets. He finds
them more useful than the house keys or the
change to buy an espresso, for the car park.
One day, Manuel lost a word; and so,
together with his cousins and the readers,
Manuel embarks on a quest for the lost word.
Even without knowing which word it is, how
many letters it has, or how many senses it
keeps…. Everyone looks for it in the streets, in
the air and at home.

Inês Fonseca Santos (Lisbon, 1979) he works as a television, radio and
newspaper journalist. She has a degree in Law and an MA in the area of
Modern and Contemporary Portuguese Literature.. She has written texts on
poetry to some literary Portuguese magazines such as Relâmpago and Textos e
Pretextos.
Marta Madureira is a designer, illustrator and a lecturer at Instituto Politécnico
do Cávado e do Ave. Marta has illustrated more than 20 books and received
several awards, including at 2003 and 2005 Biennial of Young Artists from
Europe and the Mediterranean and a first prize from3×3 Magazine of
Contemporary Illustration 2012. Marta directed the animation series As
Máquinas de Maria and she co-found Tcharan publishing house. She enjoys
tearing apart and put together paper pieces, as her illustrations are a result of
combinations of paper, textures and colors made out of a pair of scissors than
drawn.

Books for Teenagers
O Dicionário do Menino Andersen
Gonçalo M. Tavares and Madalena Matoso
Recommend age: +7

Synopsis: Gonçalo M. Tavares met Andersen
(as a boy) and together they created a whole
new dictionary. As a young boy, Andersen
was a great inventor and was never satisfied
with the definitions he read in the dictionary.
So he decided to start writing a new
dictionary himself; a dictionary that his
friends could rave about. Here’s an entry
under the letter M: "Mosquito – An animal
that is poorly tuned."
After reading it, our view of things as
apparently mundane as a wardrobe, a chair, a
toothbrush or a submarine will change
forever.
Gonçalo M. Tavares (Luanda, 1970) published his first work in 2001 and since
then has been awarded several important prizes. His books have been
published in more than 30 countries and have been translated to Catalan,
English, French, German, Italian, Polish, Spanish and Turkish.
Madalena Matoso (Lisbon, 1974) studied Communication Design at the Lisbon
College of Fine Arts and post-graduated in Graphic Editorial Design at the
Faculty of Fine Arts in Barcelona. In 1999 she created Planeta Tangerina, a
studio for illustration and graphic design and in 2006 they began to publish
picture books . She received a Special Mention Award in the National Prize for
Illustration with A Mesa é uma Mesa, Será? (2006), Quando Eu Nasci (2007)
and Andar Por Aí (2009). In 2008 she received the National Award for
Illustration for the book A Charada da Bicharada, published by Texto Editores
with text by Alice Vieira.

Books for Teenagers
O Manel e o Miúfa, o medo medricas
Rita Taborda Pessoa and Maria João Lima
Recommended age: +10

Synopsis: A big family lives under Manuel’s bed,
buzzing at his ears up to dawn: it is the family of
fears. Fear Dad is a terror, Scary Mum howls so
deeply that everyone shakes in fear around her
and when the uncle shows up, believe me, he is
frightening. There is also a little sissy affright that is
afraid of himself. Manuel, a good kid, tries to help
him. Should he be doing so?

Rita Taborda Duarte (Lisbon, 1973) is a lecturer at the Universidade da Beira
Interior and is currently is preparing for her PhD in Contemporary Portuguese
Literature. She collaborated as a literary critic, mainly on poetry, for a
supplement in the Portuguese newspaper. In 2002 she received a grant for her
writing from the Ministry of Culture, which led to her books Na Estranha Casa
de um Outro and Os Sentidos das Coisas. In 2003 she was awarded the
Branquinho da Fonseca Prize for her first book for children, A Verdadeira
História da Alice, illustrated by Luís Henriques.
Maria João Lima has a degree in Communication Design from the Fine Arts of
Lisbon (1993). Has collaborated on several graphic design firms until 2006.
Working as a freelancer since 2008, mainly editorial, she created a
considerable amount of book covers to different Portuguese Well known
publishers, such as ASA, Caminho, LEYA and so on.

Books for Teenagers
O Caderno do Avô Heinrich
Conceição Dinis Tomé
Recommended age: 10-14

Synopsis: Heinrich and Jósef met in Poland.
Heinrich had just arrived from Germany because
his father did not want him to grow up in a
country where hate, prejudicen power abuse and
all forms of extremism were dominant. Back then,
the man in power decided to rule the world and
persecuted Jewish, the gypsies and also anyone
who resisted. This man’s name was Adolf Hitler.
Thus story, written with great sensibility, tells us
how Heinrich and his Jewish friend Jósef, in spite
of all they suffered, managed to keep a friendship
for life.

Conceição Dinis Tomé is a teacher in a secondary school in Viseu and a well
known writer in Portugal. She is a researcher at the Studies Centre for Migration
and Intercultural Relations and is concluding her PhD in Portuguese Studies on
Portuguese children’s literature. She wrote A lua e o Pirilampo in 2003 and
História do rapaz que se tornou fazedor de estrelas won an award in 2008.
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